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324 women & 123 men were involved in project
activities

201 women &78 men smallholder livestock farmers
were trained in animal nutrition and value addition

127 girls & 93 boys were trained in climate change
adaptation innovations

7,424 school girls & 9,532 school boys gained skills in
practical permaculture design & crop integration

362 smallholder rural farmers demonstrated
sustainable livelihoods through hands on training on
climate change and environment conservation
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Message from the Executive Director
The financial year 2017/2018 formed the first year of Dream Farm Kyakabunga Group
strategic plan 2018 – 2022. NGO focused on enhancing capacity of small holder crop
livestock farmers, scaling up demand driven innovations, training farmers in food
security and animal nutrition. 2017/18 was yet another great financial year for Dream
Farm Kyakabunga Group in her mission to promote poverty alleviation among
vulnerable groups, rural communities of Kiruhura District.
There were a lot of activities carried out in food security, water harvesting and animal
nutrition. As you read this annual report I want to invite you to thank all partners, the
staff of DFK, all the beneficiary communities and stakeholders for the great contribution
they made to our work and success during 2017/2018. In a special way, we would like
to thank partners like Quaker Service Australia, St Jude Family Projects and National
Agricultural Research Organization (NARO) for support to our work.
Because of your dedicated support we as an organization, registered impact in our
service delivery. The year 2017 was characterized by prolonged dry spell in Kiruhura
District. DFK actively participated in food security innovations and some considerable
targets were achieved. The targets and activities that were not met and remained
crucial were incorporated in the FY 2019/20 cycle.
All in all, I wish to extend my sincere appreciation and gratitude to my colleagues, the
Board and Management without your efforts we would not have achieved at all.
Jackson Kanuunu

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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Message from Board Chairperson
On behalf of the Board of Directors of Dream Farm Kyakabunga Group and on my own
behalf, I would like to welcome you to our 2017/18 Annual Report. As a Board we are
very happy to report that Dream Farm Kyakabunga Group registered progress in the FY
2017/18 despite the difficult financial situation. The growth registered during the years
enabled us to expand our area of operation and activities to support poor hunger
stricken households and schools to improve their livelihoods and nutrition.
I would like on behalf of the Board to extend our sincere gratitude to our dedicated
donor who extended great support to our work in 2017, in a special way I want to thank
our partner Quaker Service Australia (QSA) who have been with us since we started as
an organization and they have patiently and committedly accompanied us on our
journey of growth in service to the poor people in Kiruhura District.
Finally, I wish to commend the dedication and the good work done by the team of
Dream Farm Kyakabunga Group during 2017/18. The staff of Dream Farm Kyakabunga
Group have always served with a lot of diligence and determination. As a Board we
wish to pledge our total support for better performance, I also wish to extend our sincere
thanks to the technical Local Government and the Sub County where we work for the
cordial working relationship.

I thank you.
Alice Mpumwire
BOARD CHAIRPERSON
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About Dream Farm Kyakabunga Group
Dream Farm Kyakabunga Group (DFK) is an indigenous Non-Governmental
Organization focusing on poverty alleviation among vulnerable rural farmers in Uganda
through sustainable agriculture and agro enterprise development for food security and
regular income. DFK started as a Community Based Organization (CBO) in 2013 and
in 2016 the Government applauded its work and registered Dream Farm Kyakabunga
Group as a fully-fledged Non-Governmental Organization (NGO); registration No. 12560
with NGO Board under the Ministry of Internal Affairs.
We are located in South Western Uganda, Kiruhura district about 200 Km from
Kampala; with offices and a model farm at Kyakabunga village, Nyakashashara Sub
County
DFK Management Committee Members, as at 31st December, 2018
Name

Location

Position

Experience/ Qualification

Phoebe ‘Kyomukama

Kyakabunga

Accountant

Grace Mwesigwa

Kyakabunga

Secretary

Marie Pierre Bilodeau

Canada

Project
Manager

Abel Otaffire

Kyakabunga

Community
Based
Facilitator

Steven Namanya

Jinja

IT Specialist

Jackson Kanuunu

Kyakabynga

Executive
Director

Finance officer for Kiruhura District
Local Government, founder member
for KWEG an NGO ,with a post
graduate
Diploma
in
Financial
Management
Has worked with Ruhore Integrated
Group as technical adviser for 4 years,
active in small scale retail business
.With bachelor’s degree in Landscape
and Interior design.
Experience as a fashion designer. She
organized and fundraised for 2019
East African Permaculture Projects in
Canada. Permaculture graduate from
Seven Ravens Permaculture Academy
in Canada
Currently working with Kyakabunga
Dairy Farmers’ Co-operative Society
as General Secretary, 3 years trainer in
community counseling and health care
With bachelors degree in guidance and
counseling
Extensive experience as Website
designer and Information Technology
trainer. Has been head of IT working
with AYNET NGO, for 7 years. With
bachelor’s degree in Information
Technology
Bachelors of Education. Experience in
crop livestock management roles, with
skills in sustainable agriculture and
climate change innovations for dry
range land cattle corridor. Executive
Director of DFK for 6 years.
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DFK Implemented Projects
Construction of a Community Water Dam for Water Security, Project costs UGX
20,525,892
Project results
A water Dam was successfully excavated and the community members started using it
to collect water for domestic purposes and raising livestock. It rained soon after
completion and it was full of water within a period of one month. The Dam had targeted
eighty households as direct beneficiaries but the number doubled as nearby community
members trek long distances to fetch protected safe water from the Dam for home use.
The Dam has become a source of clean water and absolutely condensed competition of
sharing water sources between animals and people in the communities. Troughs for
cattle were constructed a distance away from the main dam and water is directed
through a one way trench. The Dam was fenced with a mixture of live barriers mainly
Euphorbia tricalia plants, poles and barbed wires.
Beneficiaries were sensitized for the need to drink boiled water as a remedy to some
common diseases like diarrhea and typhoid among others. Beneficiaries were also
informed about locally adoptable water retention in the soil practices such as manure
application, mulching and contour buds among others to facilitate crop production in dry
season and also to reduce pressure on water use in the Dam. Moisture preservation in
the soil has been very helpful in improving soil fertility and crop production.
Challenges


Weather changes and unreliable rainfall, we had anticipated that the Dam will be
full of water by end of this quarter but owing to diminutive rains, the dam is full.
We have already enlarged our water catchment area by harvesting surface run
off to the dam to improve on water levels while minimizing silt.Urgent need to
change people’s perception of sharing the same source of water with animals.



There is a need to install a water pump and overhead tank to reduce direct
access of community members to the Dam. The dam needed urgent protection
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particularly from children and animals and we successfully fenced it as part of
“low bed trailer’ contracted works in the budget and beneficiaries.


The Organization is still limited in financial base to afford permanent staff owing
to extreme hunger, project staff are on & off to work elsewhere to get food for
their families which reduced our level of training and monitoring.



Need for transport means to take organization staff

and beneficiaries to

exposure/ learning visits


Lack of organization structures such as study rooms, dining hall and
accommodation rooms for staff and residential students

Community Water Dam excavated and filled with water

Left. Women with babies carry jerry cans of water, Right. Children fetch water from
community Dam after school
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Improved Cassava Production for food security, Project costs UGX 2,757,642
Food Crop Production
The project made considerable steps forward mainly in use of community water dam for
both domestic purposes and farming activities which stabilized vulnerable community
members with safe and clean source of water for households from traveling miles and
miles in the dry seasons.
Construction of the water dam motivated project beneficiaries to grow a variety of
vegetables and fruits to boost family nutrition. There is no more worry for drought threat
as they collect water from the dam and hands irrigate their home backyard gardens
whenever they experience rainfall shocks. Cabbages, Spinach, Spices and tomatoes are
among the common vegetables grown by beneficiaries. Traditional foods like millet,
maize and Sweet potatoes have also been expanded. Generally, there is significant
improvement in family food security compared to the first quarter period. Over 50% of
the beneficiaries manage at least two meals a day.
Another breakthrough is that community members with livestock no longer travel long
distances to search water for their cows for more than two month. At times cows used to
suffer foot and mouth disease and die. The community water dam is now utilized even
by non project participants as a safe source of clean water for home use and their
livestock.
This project aimed at enhancing environmental conservation and availability of food
security for human beings, water harvesting and pasture multiplication. The main focus
was on Cassava Multiplication to improve food security among vulnerable community
households practicing crop-livestock production, school children, organization staff and
stakeholders to pave way for food crop growing and multiplication. Cassava
Multiplication Demonstration Gardens were established, 1 at Dream Farm, another
garden at Phoebe Kobushoro’s home a widow and grandmother for five orphan children
intercropped with maize and the third garden at Bijubwe Primary School. Germination
rate was fine due enough rainfall, weeding was done by project beneficiaries/ families,
big tubers were harvested for human consumption and cassava flour. TME 14 Cassava
variety matures very first, contains a lot of starch needed by and local beer industries,
it’s also disease and drought resistant.
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Achievements
Food crops mostly vegetables that could not thrive in dry season are now grown.
Women and children that used to trek long distances in search of water, now can save
all that time to do productive work in their gardens.
Reduced School absenteeism: Children go to school early because they fetch water in
the evening after school this has improved their performance in classes and reduced
absenteeism
Breastfeeding mothers have more time with their babies because they no longer travel
miles and miles looking for water as their babies stay home crying all day.
Cattle diseases like east coast fever, foot and mouth have reduced because of
controlled/ paddock grazing
Increase of milk & meat production from 2 to 5 litres per cow per day and cows gained
weight as a result of abundant water and dry feeding of maize brand, millet and maize
straws, dry leaves for beans and hay from natural pastures and elephant grass.
Establishment of cassava gardens were done by beneficiaries as a hands-on training to
get acquainted with all agronomic practices. The sites were selected in discussion with
the beneficiaries to understand the need for deep cultivation to allow tubers to penetrate
the soil with medium fertility. Mother stems measuring 2cm – 4 cm think were collected
from strong, mature and healthy cassava plants and cut into pieces of 20cm with at
least 4 to 6 buds each. These were planted in spaces of one meter between rows and
columns for easy weeding and to maximize production. Cuttings were planted flat below
the surface after discussion of the different methods of planting with their advantages
and shortcoming. Beneficiaries were also taken through weeding practices, harvesting
and post-harvest handling.
A part from the three demonstration gardens, each beneficiary was supported with 50
cuttings that were planted at individual gardens. This has laid ground for improved food
security at family level.
Cassava Demonstration Gardens were successfully established and the community
members are using them as source of food for school children, teachers, staff, and
vulnerable households for consumption and planting materials for multiplication among
community members. These cassava gardens established attract residents from other
neighboring communities to learn about these new varieties. Two community gardens
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target to feed fifty households with fresh cassava for cooking or as cassava flour.
Bijubwe Primary school parents are assured that their children will have enough food at
school in the near future and this has increased enrolment

Cassava gardens are

fenced with a mixture of live barriers mainly euphorbia tricalia, poles and barbed wires
to protect them from stray animals.
Community members/ beneficiaries and school children have been trained to do value
addition and turning cassava leaves and peelings into animal feeds on top of human
consumption as fresh, cooked and cassava flour. Beneficiaries were been sensitized
about intercropping cassava with other crops like maize, pumpkins with well spacing for
the need to have more crops in the same garden. Beneficiaries, school children,
teachers and stakeholders were trained to extract starch for industrial use as this will
increase income for beneficiaries and community members were also trained to adopt
to soil conservation practices such as manure application, mulching and contour
ploughing among others to increase crop production per unit area in small pieces of
land. Moisture preservation in the soil has been very helpful in improving soil fertility and
crop production.
Factors for Success
Establishment of the community water dam was helpful in advancing farming practices
and improving family food production with multiple positive effects:
 Cassava establishment/ planting started at the time when there was enough rain.
There were enough planting materials from National Crops Resources Research
Institute (NaCRRI) Namulonge for sale to interested organizations, groups and
individual farmers.
 Community members/beneficiaries were ready to plant at the start of the rainy
season the exercise was participatory between community members.
 Timely disbursement of funds from QSA. We received funds in early April in a timely
fashion that enabled the project to kick start.
 Sensitization and training community members/beneficiaries on improved cassava
TME 14 and NASE 14 varieties for multiplication was conducted.
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 Training was conducted by project manager, staff and Nyakashashara Sub County
Agricultural Officer and attended by beneficiaries/community members. Planting
materials measuring one and half feet were planted demonstrating to community
members how they can plant on their own later alone for project expansion and
sustainability.
 We planted cassava in the first week of May when we had enough rain germination
was good because of enough water in the soil.
Reasons for Accomplishment
 There has been high enthusiasm among participants to find ways of curbing
persistent food shortages.

The trainings were regarded as steps to boost food

production and attendance of participants was so encouraging
 There was a need to have more cassava gardens among community members to
increase production at household level.
 The gardens needed urgent protection particularly from wild animals like pigs from
Lake Mburo National Park and we successfully fenced all gardens with live fence,
poles and barbed wires.
 TME 14 and NASE 14 Cassava Varieties grow very first in sandy soils
Lessons learnt
 By establishing and multiplying cassava, the community members have learnt new
techniques for food forest while increasing food variety. This will have a long term
positive impact on environment conservation and sustainability.
 Maize, pumpkins, sweet and Irish potatoes were intercropped with cassava to
reduce monoculture, control soil erosion and enhance soil fertility while improving
nutrition for community members and school children. Maize straws and cassava dry
stems were used as fire woods this reduced tree cutting for charcoal burning which
improved agro forestry.
 Availability of Cassava TME 14 and NASE 14 new varieties planting materials for
our partner schools, health centres, farmer groups and individuals in Kiruhura
district. This reduced hunger in families increased production and value addition.
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Youth who are involved in charcoal burning and poaching wild animals were trained
on the importance of tree planting and dangers of deforestation. In the next quarter
these youth groups will be targeted to start their gardens to earn income from
cassava harvests, pasture seeds and tree seedlings.
Challenges
 High demand for cassava planting materials from Rwanda, Burundi and other
Agricultural Organizations, Research Institutes and out growers, Namulonge
(NaCRRI) could not supply planting materials to satisfy the market demand in the
region.
 Dry season started in May when cassava tubers had not grown fully this affected the
size of yield, tubers were not large enough.
 Multiplication gardens needed to be irrigated which could not be possible since two
gardens were not close the Community Dam. This required irrigation system in our
next year project plan.
 Weather changes and unreliable rainfall. We had anticipated that the rain will
continue up to June, but dry season started early May when cassava roots had not
grown, it affected the yields.
 Urgent need to start irrigation system as this is the only option that can increase
crop- livestock production throughout the year for community vulnerable households
to have an income from their agro products.
 Training community members about irrigation systems and change people’s
perception need to be emphasized as this is the only option for climate change
mitigation
 Need tochange people’s mind set to start planting crops and vegetables during dry
season and irrigate them to have constant production. People have been
accustomed to plant crops only during rainy periods. Then stay idle during dry
seasons and at the same time they suffer hunger. Sensitization and training
commenced and was required to continue in the next quarter.
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Left: Project Manager training children about cassava TME 14& NASE 14, Right:
Children harvest beans intercropped with cassava at Bijubwe Primary School

Left: Community Women Group visit Dream Farm to learn, Right: Cassava
demo garden established at a widows home

Improved Pasture Multiplication for livestock production and Environment
Conservation Project Cost UGX 2,966,250

Project Results
The project made some steps forward mainly in use of Community Valley Dam and
Cassava Multiplication Demo Gardens for both domestic purposes and farming
activities which have improved lives for vulnerable community members with safe and
clean source of water for households from traveling long distance, household food
production for project beneficiaries and school children. Mainly, the project aims at
achieving Pasture multiplication for livestock production, this project paved way for
environment conservation and animal nutrition. Four acres of Rhodes Grass (Chloris
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Guyana) Pasture Demonstration Garden was established at Dream Farm. Pasture
Demonstration Garden was successfully established and the community members are
using it to learn improved pasture establishment, gap filling, removing off types,
harvesting pasture seeds, cutting and bailing Hay for livestock feeding and seeds for
multiplication to increase fodder production for animal nutrition to increase milk, meat
and their products to improve household income for crop-livestock families in the dry
range land cattle corridor Kiruhura District. The germination was fair since there was
enough rain. More than 490 Hay bales were harvested from the demonstration garden
targeting to feed cattle for eighty households as direct beneficiaries and 300 kg of
pasture seeds for community members to establish more pasture gardens for livestock
and sell surplus to seed companies and individual farmers while environment was
conserved. Thepasture demonstration garden became a source of Hay, seeds and
absolutely condenses starvation and death for livestock in Kiruhura District during
droughts. The pasture demonstration garden was fenced with a mixture of live barriers
mainly euphorbiatricalia plants, poles and barbed wires.
Uses of Hay and Seeds
Beneficiaries are being sensitized for the need to feed their livestock with Hay (dry
grass) as a remedy to increase milk and meat production for healthy livestock. Pasture
establishment on bare eroded farm land control soil erosion by carpeting the ground,
increase soil texture and act as habitat for small microorganisms in the soil, reptiles and
birds. Hay remains littered in the cattle kraal are used for mulching which increases soil
fertility and crop production. Both Hay and pasture seeds can be sold to seed
companies, ranchers and middle scale farmers with exotic breeds to generate income in
pastoral communities. Moisture preservation in the soil, rain water retention and
absorption due to pasture cover is very helpful in improving soil fertility and crop
production.
Reasons learnt
 Early disbursement of funds from QSA. We received funds in a timely fashion that
enabled the project to start.
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 Garden preparation started when there was no rain. There was no significant
disturbance during ploughing.
 Community members were enthusiastic as exhibited during live fencing and planting
pasture in the demonstration garden. Beneficiaries were very much involved and
participated in the first and second weeding.
 Sensitization and training community members, beneficiaries were trained about
pasture establishment, conservation and utilization.
 Need to establish more pasture gardens in Kiruhura District cattle corridor for
community members.
 The garden needed urgent fencing for protection from wild animals, since we
neighbour with Lake Mburo National Park, wild animals like zebras, buffalos move in
large numbers in search of pasture.
 There is need to construct Hay barns and purchase seed processing tools. With
large Hay barns we can store our Hay and seeds for more than two years. Tools like
moisture separators, packing materials, seed sampling, testing and certification are
required to market our pasture seeds.
Challenges
 Competition for tractor hire within the region which delayed us to start garden
preparation. We had to make several reminders for the tractor to come for digging
 Fake seeds in the market, we had to contact more than two seed companies in order
to get quality seeds that were able to germinate and grow very first.
 Extra expenses for gap filling and early weeding to enable proper growth for Rhodes
grass demonstration garden where livestock farmers come to learn about improved
pasture in the whole of Kiruhura District.
 Urgent need to construct cattle shade with feeding troughs and water supply to the
kraal to train community members and dairy farmers about zero grazing since there
is Hay at the farm to change people’s perception.
 Need for sensitization and training to equip project beneficiaries with skills and
knowledge about animal nutrition.
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Left. Men planting Rhodes grass in lines, Right. Weeding pasture garden

Left. Women participate in Pasture seed harvesting Right Women carrying pasture
seed

Distribution of planting and fencing materials
DFK in partnership with SCOPE-Uganda and Operation Wealth Creation distributed 450
bags of improved cassava stems, 520 Kgs of maize, 740 Kgs of beans, fruit tree
seedlings and barbed wires to venerable community members in Nyakashashara Sub
county, Kyakabunga and Bijubwe primary schools to improve nutrition.
Beneficiaries that received seeds, seedlings, cassava stems, and barbed wires were
encouraged to plant all at the start of the season, fortunately enough beneficiaries had
prepared gardens which allowed early planting and germination. DFK staff visited
gardens to ensure agronomic practices followed, hands on training increased interest,
skills and knowledge. Production per unit area increased harvests for home
consumption and surplus for sale to earn income for project beneficiaries
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Lessons Learnt
Families were encouraged and trained to keep records from garden preparation
expenses, seed costs, planting, weeding and harvesting so as to determine profit or
loss at the end of the season in order to do farming as business.
Beneficiaries were trained to dig water catchment contours, compositing, manure
application, different organic herbicides to control the spread of pests and diseases.
Fencing materials were used to fence school demo gardens, this protected gardens
from stray animals especially during holidays and weekends.

Left: Children at KyakabungaPrimary school seedlings, Right: Watering fruits and
vegetable gardens at Bijubwe Primary School

Left: Women headed families receive seeds from DFK office. Right: Bijubwe school
committee & students receive fencing materials from Executive Director DFK
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Food Security Skills in Communities and Schools
Project Benefits
In preparation for prolonged dry season DFK community members and partner schools
were trained to integrate crops on small pieces of land for increased productivity post
harvesting innovations add value for seasonal crops like maize, cassava and ground
nuts which started with sun drying, sorting and packing for milling to get flour for human
consumption and brand for animal feeds as supplements, families with animals were
also trained and supported to harvest hay, bail and store for cows feeding when natural
grasses

are

no

more

in

paddocks.Vegetable

growing,

suck

mounds

and

verandahgardens around houses, school class rooms and kitchen gardens were started
and proved to be more reliable and productive because of hands on irrigation,
application of compost manure and less weeding.
Lessons learnt
Community beneficiaries learnt that small gardens can easily be managed while doing
other home activities, growing several crops in the same garden minimizes on the
spread of pests and competition for nutrients
There are no risks for thieves to steel crops and destruction by stray animals like far
gardens, these gardens display beauty and absorb water within the compound hence
reduced runoff and soil erosion.
Challenges
70% Families among project beneficiaries have cultural beliefs of practicing
monoculture and conventional methods which are not sustainable and dynamic with
weather changes and land fragmentation. Need for mindset change to adapt to climate
change technologies.
Inadequate skills in grafting, nursery bed set up, simple water harvesting at family level,
this require more trainings in subsequent years. Lack of improved seeds in the market
to boast production.
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Left: Cassava Harvesting, Middle: sun drying, Right: packing cassava in sacks for milling to
get cassava flour

Left: Children sorting dry maize. Middle: Packed maize flour in store. Right. Cows eat Hay
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